
2018 was a year marking thirty years of music career for Rotting Christ. To the delight of many, this 

special anniversary was synonymous with many album reissues, two tours, beer, but also… a book. 

“Non Serviam: the official story of Rotting Christ” was released in November last year by the British 

publishing house, Cult Never Dies, and it was like an early Christmas gift for many fans of the band – 

including me. Three years in the making, collecting photos, souvenirs, interviews – the final effect is 

three hundred pages of a brilliant story which one binges faster than a favourite Netflix-series or 

dinner at grandma’s. 

Joking aside, one needs to give Dayal Patterson his due – he did a lot of great and thorough job here. 

Even though the biography focuses mainly on Sakis Tolis’ persona, who is also its fellow author, he is 

not the only protagonist here. Just like the cover promises, we also get vast additional stories from 

Themis Tolis, Jim “Mutilator” or musicians from such renowned bands as Enslaved, Watain or 

Moonspell. The image of the band is thus presented in a very universal way, while also mentioning 

the band’s influence on development of metal scene since the late 80s until today. 

The author’s narration is particularly captivating. Dayal Patterson is like an eminence grise – he takes 

the floor in the introduction, and then leads the reader by the hand, tells where and when the story 

takes place, he introduces new characters, but lets them speak by themselves. It is the musicians and 

people from their environment who are the most important here. 

The biography is written in the form similar to an interview instead of some kind of a mere 

storytelling over a bonfire only randomly interrupted with some utterances from the musicians. In 

“Non Serviam” it’s musicians who speak for themselves about their own experiences, and thanks to it 

the books gets a very personal dimension. 

Rotting Christ sometimes talk about difficult matters, but also such all us ‘ordinary mortals’ struggle 

with, like lack of money, struggle with depression or addictions. Sakis Tolis is brutally honest in his 

words: ‘(…) when I am on long tours I always have Xanax [strong, addictive psychotropic drug used to 

cure anxiety and panic disorders] with me for any urgent situation, because my nerves have broken 

down.’ Such heartbreaking moments are well-balanced with the descriptions of tours, album-making 

or even funny anecdotes from the tourlife.  

One shouldn’t forget about the visual aspect of the book or content arrangement – my soul of the 

artist was very content with how all the pictures, posters or flyers were arranged on the pages, since 

they really fit well with the text. A big part of them contains photographs or flyers collected by the 

fans, things taken out of the abyss of private archives, but simultaneously the inextricable part of the 

band’s story which shows how it’s changed through the years. Moreover, at the beginning of every 

chapter we can also find some basic information about each album, tracklist, producers, record 

company, and a picture of an album cover in high quality. Each chapter and record are arranged in a 

chronological order, which is essential for such a long story of a band and (soon) fourteen albums. 

“Non Serviam” is a great read for both old-school fans of Rotting Christ, but also those new ones. For 

the “old birds” it’s going to be a great addition to the album collection or knowledge about the band, 

but it’s going to be equally as interesting for those who only begin their story with the extreme form 

of metal. Dayal and Sakis let the reader into their private world, while trying to give the spirit of the 

band during their hellish tours around the whole globe, or during recordings in studio. This book is a 

piece of living history which every music-enthusiast should certainly be familiar with. 


